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Abstract: Though the 125-GeV scalar, as the Higgs boson of the standard model, is
disfavoured as a dark matter portal by direct searches and the observations on relic density,
a heavier scalar in an extended electroweak sector can fit into that role. We explore this
possibility in the context of two Higgs doublet models (2HDM). Taking Type I and Type
II 2HDM as illustration, and assuming a scalar gauge singlet dark matter particle, we show
that the heavy neutral CP-even scalar (H) can (a) serve as dark matter portal consistently
with all data, and (b) have a substantial invisible branching ratio, over a wide region of the
parameter space. Using this fact, we estimate rates of LHC signals where H is produced
via (i) gluon fusion, in association with a hard jet, and (ii) vector boson fusion. Invisible
decays of the H can then lead to monojet + /ET in (i), and two forward jets with large
rapidity gap + /ET in (ii). The second kind of signal usually yields better significance for
the high-luminosity run. We also supplement our cut-based analyses with those based on
gradient boosted decision trees (XGboost) and artificial neural network (ANN) techniques,
where the statistical significance distinctly improves, especially for Type II 2HDM.ar
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1 Introduction
If we assume that some yet unknown particles constitute the dark matter (DM) content of
our universe, how do they interact with the the known particles included in the standard
model (SM)? Also, can there be terrestrial signatures of such interactions? Numerous
answers to such questions have been offered in recent times. While it is by and large
agreed that the interaction cannot exceed the weak coupling strength, speculations abound
on whether any particular sector among the SM matter fields has privileged interaction
with a ‘dark sector’.
The nature of interactions of the recently discovered 125-GeV scalar, closely resembling
the SM Higgs boson, has not been fully understood yet. It has been speculated that this
scalar could act as portal to the dark sector [1, 2]. However, recent results on direct search
for dark matter, especially the data from the XENON1T experiment, strongly disfavour
that possibility unless the Higgs-DM coupling is extremely small ( <∼ 10−3 for an SU(2)
singlet scalar DM) [3–5]. With such small coupling between Higgs and singlet scalar DM,
the relic density exceeds the upper limit from Planck data [6].
The possibility is, however, less constrained in an extended electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB) sector. While the 125-GeV scalar may have too small an interaction
strength with a DM scalar to have any phenomenological consequence, other scalars that
simultaneously participate in EWSB can have appreciable interaction with it. This in-
cludes, for example, two Higgs doublet models (2HDM) which are the simplest extensions
of the minimal electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) sector of the SM [7, 8]. Studies
with various emphases have thus been carried out keeping 2HDM scenarios in view. These
include constraints from relic density, direct searches and also from the Fermi-LAT results
[9], the possibility of new annihilation channels [10], γ-ray signals from the galactic cen-
tre [11], implications of scalar spectra where the 125-GeV particle is the heavier CP-even
scalar [12, 13], or the viability of scenarios with pseudoscalar portals [14]. A recent sum-
mary of various extended EWSB sectors and constraints on their spectra from DM issues
as well as collider data can be found in [15].
The present study confines itself to an SU(2) singlet scalar DM candidate χ. It is
prevented from mixing with fields occurring in the doublets if it is odd under an imposed
Z2-symmetry and does not develop any vacuum expectation value (vev). A crucial feature
governing the consistency requirement of a 2HDM with DM search data is the suppression
of the hhχχ quartic coupling, where h is the 125-GeV physical state. What we emphasize
here is a situation where the heavier scalar in 2HDM acting as the DM portal, something
that is considerably less constrained than usual Higgs-portal scenarios. As can be noticed,
for example, in [16], some heavier spin-zero state(s) can at the same time have sizeable
interaction with a χ-pair. This state better be the heavier CP-even state H if no CP-
violation in the EWSB sector is postulated. In such cases, one can have a non-negligible
invisible branching ratio for H. Moreover, if the mass and the gauge/Yukawa interaction
strengths of H are such that it has substantial rate of production at the high-luminosity run
of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), new signals can then be expected through invisible
decay of the H, with appropriate tags alongside. We concentrate on situations where this
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indeed happens, and try to identify corresponding regions of the parameter space.
Our benchmark scenarios are Type I and Type II models. We shall comment on the
Type X scenario later in the paper. An assortment of collider as well as flavour constraints
exist on these models, and we make sure that the regions where the signals are claimed to
be noticeable are consistent with these constraints. In addition, all the usual constraints
apply on the DM candidate. After ensuring that our benchmark points (BP) are restricted
by all these considerations (and some others like vacuum stability), we go on to study
the production of the heavier scalar H in both of the gluon fusion (ggF) and vector boson
fusion (VBF) channels. While in the first case we compute the monojet + missing energy
signal rate, the cross section for two forward jets + missing energy is estimated in the
second, together with the backgrounds in each category.
The plan of this work is as follows. In Section 2 we present a overview of our model.
The constraints on the Higgs sector of the model have been discussed in Section 3. The
constraints on the dark sector will be discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we present the
cut-based collider analysis for gluon fusion and vector boson fusion production of heavy
Higgs. The scope of improvement over and above the cut-based analysis using the recently
developed techniques has been explored in Section 6. Finally, we summarize and conclude
our work in Section 7.
2 Overview of the Model - 2HDM + DM
We consider an extension of 2HDM along with a scalar dark matter candidate χ. The dark
matter candidate χ of our model interacts with the SM fermions and gauge-bosons via a
portal through the 2HDM Higgs sector. The Lagrangian we consider is
L = L2HDM + LDM + LInt (2.1)
LDM+LInt = 1
2
∂µχ∂µχ− 1
2
(M2χ+(λ1s+λ2s)v
2)χ2+λSχ
4+λ1sχ
2Φ†1Φ1+λ2sχ
2Φ†2Φ2 (2.2)
Here Φ1 and Φ2 are the Higgs doublets with Y = 1 in the flavor basis and χ is a scalar
of mass Mχ which is singlet under the SM gauge group. Furthermore, a Z2 symmetry is
postulated, under which χ is assumed to be odd, while Φ1,2 are even. Thus χ does not
have any vacuum expectation value(vev).
The above properties of χ do not allow it to mix with Φ1,2. Thus the phenomenological
constraints on such a scenario, other than those related to dark matter issues, mostly arise
in the sector spanned by the two scalar doublets. Since these constraints need to be
respected in what follows, we start with a recapitulation of the different components of
L2HDM . We first consider those components which are identical in the various popular
versions of 2HDM.
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The scalar potential:
The most general 2HDM scalar potential consistent with SU(2)L× U(1)Y gauge in-
variance is
V = m211Φ†1Φ1 +m222Φ†2Φ2 − [m212Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.] +
1
2
λ1(Φ
†
1Φ1)
2 +
1
2
λ2(Φ
†
2Φ2)
2 + λ3(Φ
†
1Φ1)(Φ
†
2Φ2)
+ λ4(Φ
†
1Φ2)(Φ
†
2Φ1) +
{
1
2
λ5(Φ
†
1Φ2)
2 +
[
λ6(Φ
†
1Φ1) + λ7(Φ
†
2Φ2)
]
Φ†1Φ2 + h.c.
}
. (2.3)
wherem212, λ5, λ6 and λ7 can be complex in general. However, we neglect the possibility
of CP-violation in the scalar sector.
As we shall discuss below, one is faced with the task of avoiding flavour-changing
neutral current (FCNC) enhancement. A popular way of suppressing tree-level FCNC is
to impose a softly-broken Z2 symmetry on the Higgs potential, which implies λ6 = λ7 = 0.
Moreover, CP-conservation in the tree-level potential renders both λ5 and m
2
12 real. Upon
electroweak symmetry breaking, the two Higgs doublets acquire non-zero vev. Under the
assumption of CP-conserved and charge-neutral vacuum, the vev of the Higgs fields can be
expressed as
〈Φ1〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v1
)
, 〈Φ2〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v2
)
. (2.4)
where tanβ = v2v1 .
Diagonalisation of the CP-odd neutral scalar mass-matrix yields the physical states
H = (
√
2Re Φ01 − v1) cosα+ (
√
2Re Φ02 − v2) sinα ,
h = −(
√
2Re Φ01 − v1) sinα+ (
√
2Re Φ02 − v2) cosα ,
where α is the mixing angle between the CP-even parts of the two fields. We should
mention here that only the CP-even scalars (h and H) can act as a portal for dark matter
so long as CP is conserved. Here h stands for the SM-like Higgs, which is the lighter state
in most models.
Gauge interactions:
Gauge interactions not only decide the scalar decay branching ratios but also rates in
the various scalar production channels; they are thus worth specifying. They arise from
the covariant kinetic energy terms
Lgauge = (DµΦ1)†DµΦ1 + (DµΦ2)†DµΦ2 (2.5)
Where Dµ = ∂µ − i2gW aµτa − i2g′Bµ. The gauge couplings, being the same for all
variants of CP-conserving 2HDM, can be found, for example, in [8]. We just remind the
reader that the two interactions strengths relevant to the current work, namely, those of
the hV V (HV V ) interactions (with V = W,Z) are given by
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ghV V = gSM × sin(β − α)
hHV V = gSM × cos(β − α)
where gSM is the corresponding coupling strength of the SM Higgs.
Yukawa interactions:
The Yukawa sector is what essentially distinguishes different variants of 2HDM from
each other. The variants of 2HDM have been classified on the basis of the couplings of
the up and down-type quarks and leptons with the two Higgs doublets. Different discrete
symmetries are postulated in different types of 2HDM to ensure the absence of tree-level
FCNC in the model. We concentrate here on two types of 2HDMs namely Type I and
Type II 2HDM. We mention here that the other two types of 2HDM, namely, the Type X
(lepton-specific) and flipped ones, differ from Type I and Type II respectively in terms of
their lepton coupling. All that can be mentioned at this stage is that the decay branching
ratio of the H to a pair of DM particles can prima facie be larger in the Type X scenario,
as compared to the two cases considered here. We shall comment more on this in section
4.
In case of Type I 2HDM, up and down type quarks and leptons couple to the same
doublet. Then the Yukawa Lagrangian takes the form as follows
LY ukawa = y1ijQ¯iLΦ2djR + y2ijQ¯iLΦ¯2ujR + y5ijL¯iLΦ2ejR (2.6)
This can be achieved by imposing the discrete symmetry on the LY ukawa, Φ1 → −Φ1.
In Type II 2HDM, up-type quarks couples to one doublet, and down-type quarks and
leptons to to another. Under this assumption, the LY ukawa becomes
LY ukawa = y1ijQ¯iLΦ1djR + y2ijQ¯iLΦ¯2ujR + y5ijL¯iLΦ1ejR (2.7)
This can be enforced by demanding that the LY ukawa remains invariant under Φ1 → −Φ1
and dR → −dR and eR → −eR.
Having thus outlined the basic features, we now discuss in turn the various constraints
applicable on such a scenario, arising (a) from the usual phenomenology of a 2HDM, and
(b) from considerations related to dark matter.
3 Constraints on relevant parameters of L2HDM
When there is no mixing between the two doublets and the DM particle χ, the constraints
on the two-doublet sector does not differ appreciably from those on a pure 2HDM. We
discuss such constraints below, while those applicable to the sector involving χ will be
taken up in the next section.
The theoretical constraints come from the consideration of vacuum stability, pertur-
bativity. As regards vacuum stability, it is sufficient at this stage to ensure it around the
electroweak scale only, since we are not concerned with ultraviolet completion. Thus the
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low-energy phenomenological model should retain positivity of the potential for sufficiently
large values of the field, in order to have it bounded from below. Since at large field values
the potential is dominated by the quartic terms, the stability condition thus implies the
following conditions on the quartic couplings [17, 18]:
λ1 > 0, λ2 > 0, λ3 > −(λ1λ2)1/2
λ3 + λ4 − |λ5| > (λ1λ2)1/2(when λ6 = λ7 = 0) (3.1)
For perturbativity of quartic interactions at the electroweak scale, one should demand
that the quartic couplings at the EWSB scale obey
CHiHjHkHl < 4pi (3.2)
The further requirement of perturbativity in the Yukawa sector disallow very large
( >∼ 50) values of tanβ. In addition, tree-level unitarity in the scattering of Higgs bosons
and the longitudinal components of the EW gauge bosons [19, 20] requires that eigen-values
of the scattering matrices have to be less that 16pi [21–23].
Next come phenomenological constraints. They do arise from electroweak precision
measurements, especially from the oblique parameters [24]. The addition of extra Higgs
doublets (and also singlets) in general do not affect them, especially the T -parameter, as
the custodial SU(2) remains unbroken. It can however be broken at the loop level if the
masses of the additional scalar physical states are very different from each other. It has
been ensured in this study that the mass-gap among such scalars (and the potential in
general) are consistent with such constraints [25].
The extended Higgs sector of 2HDM also contributes to the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of the muon, which continues to show a 3σ deviation from the SM prediction [26–28].
All the additional spin-zero particles in our scenario (except χ) contribute to the anomalous
magnetic moment; particularly important, however, are the two loop contributions via the
Bar-Zee diagrams mediated by a light pseudoscalar [29]. While we have not attempted to
explain the (g − 2)µ excess, it has been made sure that the region of the parameter space
used here has not exceeded the SM contribution by more than 3σ.
Constraints also come form rare B-decays such as b → sγ, Bs → µ+µ−, B+ → τ+ν.
These constraints are much stronger on Type II than on Type I, largely because of charged
Higgs contributions. The available results for b→ sγ imply M±H >∼ 600 GeV [30–32], while
for Type I scenarios the lower bound is about 80 GeV only. Side by side, high tanβ regions
in Type II are restricted by the observed rate of Bs → µ+µ− [33–35].
CMS and ATLAS data from runs I and II on the 125-GeV scalar have been limiting
its signal strengths in various channels with increasing precision [36–42]. The net outcome
is a gradual convergence towards the so-called alignment limit, namely, (β − α) = pi/2.
Consistency with the current constraints from this consideration has been ensured for our
extended Higgs sector here, together with the restriction that the invisible branching ratio
of the already observed scalar is not more than 15% [43].
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As regards direct search for the additional scalars, no positive results are available from
the LHC so far. The experiments, on the other hand, have put upper limits on the value
σ×Br for each of them, which in turn can be translated to a limit on the parameter space.
The most stringent constraint so far has been obtained from the decay mode H → ττ . In
case of Type II, the Higgs coupling of the heavier neutral Higgs with a τ -pair is proportional
to tanβ. on which a strong upper bound on therefore exists. Higher tanβ values will be
allowed only for higher mass of H. Regions in the mH − tanβ space are thus restricted by
the non-observation of such signals [44]. Type I scenarios are free from such a constraint.
4 Constraints on the dark matter sector
For χ to be considered as a thermal dark matter candidate, it has been required here to
satisfy the following constraints:
• The thermal relic density of χ should not exceed the latest Planck data [6] at the 2σ
level.
• The χ-nucleon cross section should be below the current upper bound from XENON1T [45].
• Constraints from indirect detection experiments should be satisfied. Therefore the
annihilation rate of χ has been consistent at the 95% confidence level with both
isotropic gamma-ray distribution data and the gamma ray observations from dwarf
spheroidal galaxies [46].
• The invisible decay of the 125-GeV scalar h has been limited to 15% [43].
The vacuum stability and perturbativity conditions discussed in the previous section,
will be slightly modified in presence of an extra scalar singlet field χ. The stability criteria
in this case imply [16]
λ1, λ2, λS > 0, λ3 + λ4 − |λ5| > −
√
λ1λ2, λ3 > −
√
λ1λ2 (4.1)
λ1s > −
√
1
12λSλ1, λ2s > −
√
1
12λSλ2 . (4.2)
If λ1s or λ2s < 0, then we also have to satisfy
−2λ1sλ2s + 16λSλ3 > −
√
4
(
1
12λSλ1 − λ21s
) (
1
12λSλ2 − λ22s
)
(4.3)
−2λ1sλ2s + 16λS(λ3 + λ4 − |λ5|) > −
√
4
(
1
12λSλ1 − λ21s
) (
1
12λSλ2 − λ22s
)
. (4.4)
The perturbativity condition is determined by looking at quartic terms involving the
singlet scalar field χ. They turn out to be 0 < λS < 4pi, |λ1s|, |λ2s| < 4pi [16].
We perform a scan of the parameter space and choose a few benchmark points which
satisfy all the aforementioned constraints. The ranges of scan for the two Types of models
are as follows(Table. 1):
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Type I Type II
80GeV < mH < 900GeV 500GeV < mH < 900GeV
100GeV < mχ < 400GeV 60GeV < mχ < 400GeV
−12 < λ1s < 12 −12 < λ1s < 12
−12 < λ2s < 12 −12 < λ2s < 12
2 < tanβ < 20 2 < tanβ < 20
0.8 <∼ sin(β − α) < 1.0 0.8 <∼ sin(β − α) < 1.0
Table 1. The range of scan for relevant parameters for Type I and Type II 2HDM.
Figure 1. Parameter space allowed by the relic density observation for Type I (left) and Type II
(right) 2HDM. The black dashed line is the upper limit on the χ−N scattering cross section from
XENON1T experiment.
We show in Figure. 1 scatter plots generated from the scan, compared with the allowed
region in the mχ−σ(χ−N) space obtained from the XENON1T data [45]. The plots contains
only those points which satisfy all constraints including those from relic density. The black
curve in each case shows the upper limit on cross section for nucleon-DM scattering which
is relevant in direct detection. All our benchmark points used for LHC predictions are
chosen from regions beneath the curves.
We proceed further to explore the dependence of relic density and direct detection
cross section on the coupling of dark matter with Higgs fields. In order to do that we have
first calculated the coupling of dark matter candidate χ with two physical CP-even Higgs
fields (h and H) in terms of the coupling parameters λ1s and λ2s of the Lagrangian 2.2:
λHχχ = λ1sv cosα cosβ + λ2sv sinα sinβ (4.5)
λhχχ = −λ1sv sinα cosβ + λ2sv cosα sinβ (4.6)
The dependence of relic density on λHχχ and λhχχ has been shown in Figure. 2, with the
scatter plots containing orange points which satisfy the upper limit on relic density and
maroon points which satisfy both relic density and direct detection constraints. For larger
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Figure 2. Dependence of relic density on λeff for Type I (top) and Type II (bottom) 2HDM. The
orange points satisfy relic density constraints. Maroon points in addition satisfy direct detection
constraints as well.
magnitudes of λHχχ or λhχχ, the annihilation cross section increases and consequently the
relic density goes down, as is evident from the figure.
In Figure. 3 we present a scatter plot in the λhχχ-λHχχ plane, with a factor of v =√
v21 + v
2
2 taken out of each tri-linear coupling in order to make it dimensionless. While
all the points shown in the scatter-plots satisfy relic density constraints, the XENON1T
limits are respected only by the maroon points. We can see that the direct detection
limit apparently looks more restrictive in case of Type I than Type II 2HDM. In fact, a
cancellation takes place between the contribution via the light (h) heavy Higgs (H) bosons
to the χ − N t-channel scattering amplitude for a specific range of tanβ (See Figure. 4).
Because of this cancellation the direct detection limit becomes weaker in case of Type II.
We have checked that in Type I, this type of cancellation takes place only in low tanβ
region. In our study we have not scanned very low tanβ(0.5 - 3.0) region. Therefore in
Figure. 3, the parameter space allowed by the direct search appears to be smaller in the
coupling plane in case of Type I as compared to Type II.
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Figure 3. Scatter plot in the λhχχ − λHχχ plane for Type I (top) and Type II (bottom) 2HDM.
Color code is same as in Figure. 2.
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Figure 4. χ − N scattering cross section as a function of tanβ with all other parameters fixed
as Type II BP I(Table 2). Here N stands for nucleon type, namely, proton(blue curve) and neu-
tron(green curve).
The other constraining factor is the maximum allowed invisible decay branching ratio
of the Higgs boson. The upper limit on Br(hSM → invisible) is 15% [43, 47, 48]. This
in principle should restrict the parameter space comprising of λhχχ, tanβ and sin(β − α)
of each scenario under consideration. However, our purpose in this work is to identify
regions where one of the heavy scalars (the H in particular) can serve as the dark matter
portal. Our scan reveals that this happens, though appropriate annihilation rates ensured
by the χχH interaction, for regions for which mχ is well above
mh
2 . Therefore, the invisible
branching ratio for the 125-GeV scalar is not something that restricts us in practice.
Having identified regions in which the heavy neutral scalar H is the DM portal, we
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Figure 5. Br(H → χχ) as a function of mH for Type I (left) and Type II (right) 2HDM. Color
code is same as in Figure. 2.
would finally like to see if the invisible decays of the H produced at the LHC can lead
to some characteristic signal at observable rates. One crucial deciding factor in this is
the heavy Higgs invisible branching ratio. With this in view, we plot Br(H → χχ) as
a function mH in Figure. 5. The orange points satisfy only relic density constraints and
maroon points satisfy both relic density and direct detection constraints. We can see from
this figure that it is possible to achieve typically 20-30% invisible branching fraction for
the heavy Higgs.
It should be mentioned here that for type II 2HDM, the invisible branching fraction
of the heavier Higgs depends on tanβ as well. In the low tanβ region, the Htt¯ interaction
strength gets enhanced for mH > 2mt, the decay of heavy Higgs occurs predominantly in
the tt¯ channel. Another dominant decay channel for H in the low tanβ region is H → hh
when it is kinematically allowed. At large tanβ the bb¯ decay mode of heavy Higgs becomes
most important. In the intermediate region the invisible decay modes become important
along with decays into weak gauge boson pairs.
In case of Type I, the branching ratio H → χχ decreases monotonically with tanβ,
because the coupling λHχχ decreases with tanβ. We see that it is possible to obtain
∼ 20− 30% invisible branching fraction only in the small and intermediate range of tanβ
in Type I 2HDM.
5 Collider Analysis (Cut based)
The discussion in the foregoing sections convince us that a heavy neutral scalar in a two-
Higgs doublet scenario may serve as portal to the dark sector, consistently with all con-
straints related to dark matter as well as the Higgs sector itself. We concentrate next on
the strategies to look for any signal such a scenario at the high luminosity LHC. We have
considered the case when only the heavier CP-even neutral Higgs can go to invisible decay
modes. As the process will always involve missing energy because of the presence of the
singlet scalar stable DM candidate (χ) in the final state, one has to consider some visible
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final state which recoils against χ. The most promising channel in this regards seems to
be monojet + /ET which is already well-studied in the context of collider searches for DM
particles.
Of course, the most obvious production channel for the heavy Higgs is gluon fusion.
One has to keep in mind at the same time the copious QCD background to monojets, which
may be difficult to manage in such regions of the parameter space where the production is
on the lower side. Therefore, we also investigate the other option, namely, to look for the
final state with two forward jets + /ET , when the heavy Higgs is produced through vector
boson fusion (VBF) and decays invisibly. The missing pT recoils in the azimuthal plane
against the two forward jets. This channel has the promise of better background reduction
despite its relatively lower signal rates. Keeping all this mind, we present our results on
both of the above channels.
All signals and the corresponding backgrounds have been calculated at the next-to-
leading order, using Madgraph@MCNLO [49]. MLM matching has been performed using
using appropriate XQCUT variables. nn23lo1 parton distribution functions have been used,
with the renormalisation and factorisation scales set at the pT of the hardest jet. We have
checked that such scale choice does not cause the rates to differ by more than 10%, compared
to other choices such as the heavy Higgs mass. The showering and hadronization have been
performed by PYTHIA8 [50]. The detector simulation has been done by Delphes-3.4.1 [51].
We will discuss the results of our cut-based analysis for a few benchmarks from both
Type I and Type II 2HDM. The benchmark points (BP) are so chosen that they obey all the
theoretical and experimental constraints on Higgs and dark sector. Moreover, we highlight
those regions of the parameter space where the invisible branching fraction of the heavy
Higgs is non-negligible (4 - 22 % for the various BP’s). Based on such considerations, we
have chosen two benchmarks each for the Type I and Type II scenarios. These benchmark
points are presented in Table. 2.
Each benchmark point listed in Table. 2 is representative of a substantial region in
the parameter space, where the invisible branching ratio is shown in the last column. In
addition, there are some combinations of parameters, which yield consistently with all
constraints, large Hχχ coupling (with Hχχv close to the perturbative limit), and invisible
branching ratios as large as 80%. We have not used such points in our analysis, since they
correspond to rather small and isolated regions of the parameter space.
mH(GeV) m
±
H(GeV) mA(GeV) mχ(GeV) λ1 λ2 tanβ sin(β − α) Br(H → χχ)
Type I BP I 236.0 279.8 277.6 113.4 -0.86 0.14 4.42 0.88 17%
Type I BP II 146.4 146.0 141.5 71.3 0.011 0.011 10.0 0.88 4%
Type II BP I 629.4 668.6 654.4 252.1 4.99 4.99 4.5 0.88 21%
Type II BP II 644.0 661.1 671.1 280.3 2.98 -3.28 5.74 0.92 30%
Table 2. The Benchmark points for Type I and Type II
It is in order to also mention the Type X 2HDM scenario in the context of invisible
decay of H as was promised in Section 2. The Type X 2HDM is similar to Type I case
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with the only difference in the coupling of the Higgs bosons with the lepton sector. The
coupling of H with the leptons is proportional to tanβ near the alignment limit in Type
X case. Therefore at large tanβ, the Hττ interaction strength dominates over all other
interactions of H. For low enough mH , when mH < 2mt or mH < 2mh, the tt¯, hh decay
modes of H are kinematically forbidden. Therefore in this region the invisible branching
fraction of H can be comparable with Br(H → ττ), when tanβ is not so large. For large
mH , many other decay modes open up and therefore it is possible to get moderate invisible
branching fraction for heavy Higgs only with low enough tanβ. An interesting scenario
with a scalar dark matter in the Type X 2HDM has been considered in [10].
5.1 Gluon fusion
The production of H in gluon fusion in association with a hard jet leads to monojet +
/ET , a much advertised tell-tale signature of WIMP DM at the LHC, when the H decays
invisibly. While this final state has been looked for in the recent experiments [52], we
present a projection for the high luminosity run which is essential in unveiling the scenario
under consideration.
Signal: The signal here is one hard jet + /ET .
The jet can originate in the hard scattering as well as from the radiation from the initial
gluon legs. But as we demand that this jet should recoil largely against the massive heavy
Higgs decaying to invisible final states, it must be characterised by the absence of any other
jet with comparable pT whose threshold is set to be sufficiently large.
Backgrounds: The major backgrounds come from [52]
• Z(→ νν¯) + jets.
• W (→ lν) + jets.
• QCD multijet events where mismeasurement of jet energy can give rise to /ET .
• tt¯ production with one or both tops decaying hadronically.
Distributions:
Before we present our results of the cut based analysis we present here the distributions of
relevant observables for signal and backgrounds. These distributions have led us to suitable
cuts to enhance the signal significance.
In Figure. 6, we show the normalised pT distribution of the leading jet for the four
benchmark points, together with those for all the aforesaid backgrounds. We find the
distribution of pT of the leading jet fall slower than that for the backgrounds coming
from Z+ jets, W + jets and QCD multijet. A hard pT cut thus helps us reduce these
backgrounds. The jet pT distribution for tt¯ channel peaks at a larger value. Therefore
considerable tt¯ background will remain after applying this cut which is also evident from
the figure.
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Figure 6. PT distribution of the leading jet for gluon fusion signal and background processes, Type
I BP I(top left), Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left) and Type II BP II(bottom
right).
We next plot the /ET distribution of signal and the tt¯ backgrounds in Figure. 7 after
applying a hard pT cut of 250 GeV on the leading jet. The mH going entirely invisible
causes the /ET -distribution to peak at higher values for all benchmark points. Thus a
suitable /ET cut, too is of considerable help.
In Figure. 8 we plot the ∆φ(jet, /ET ) distribution for the signal and the backgrounds.
In case of QCD multijet backgrounds, /ET is expected to arise mainly from the mismeasure-
ment of jet energy, from unclustered particles or from invisible decay of jet components.
On the other hand, in case of signal the /ET ) is most likely to recoil against the leading jet
in the azimuthal plane. Therefore the ∆φ(jet, /ET ) distribution sharply peaks close to ∼ pi
in case of signal as well as Z + jets or W+ jets background. A cut on this variable will
help us reduce the QCD background.Moreover, the veto on hard leptons largely reduce the
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Figure 7. /ET distribution for gluon fusion signal and background processes, Type I BP I(top left),
Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left) and Type II BP II(bottom right).
W (→ lν) and tt¯(semileptonic) backgrounds.
We mention here that it is possible to reduce the background systematic uncertainty
by data driven background estimation method adopted in [52]. The extrapolation of back-
ground events from the control region to the signal region does reduce the systematic
uncertainty and enhance signal significance.
We also show the jet-multiplicity distribution for signal and all the backgrounds in
Figure. 9. The jet multiplicity peaks at larger value for the tt¯ background. We do not
put any hard cut on this variable, but rather use it as an input in the neural network
and boosted decision tree approach discussed in the Section. 6. Before proceeding in that
direction, however, we go ahead and present our results based on various rectangular cuts.
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Figure 8. ∆φ(jet, /ET ) distribution for gluon fusion signal and background processes, Type I BP
I(top left), Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left) and Type II BP II(bottom right).
5.1.1 Results
Event selection criteria: Over and above the basic acceptance cuts listed, for example
in [52], the following selection criteria are imposed, based on the foregoing discussion :
• Cut 1: pT of the singled-out jet > 250 GeV.
• Cut 2: /ET > 250 GeV.
• Cut 3: Lepton veto: Events with electrons with pT > 20 GeV or muons with pT > 10
GeV are not selected.
Table. 3 contains the results for the gluon fusion channel after applying these cuts in
succession in the signal and background processes, thus revealing the response of each cut.
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Figure 9. jet multiplicity distribution for gluon fusion signal and background processes, Type I
BP I (top left), Type I BP II (top right), Type II BP I (bottom left) and Type II BP II (bottom
right).
In Table. 4 we calculated the projected significance (S) in the gluon fusion channel for each
benchmark point, for 14 TeV LHC with 3000 fb−1. The significance S is defined as follows:
S =
√
2[(S +B)Log(1 +
S
B
)− S] (5.1)
Where S and B are the number of signal and background events surviving after ap-
plying all the cuts respectively.
In Table. 4, we see that for Type I BP I the significance is largest. The reason is,
for this benchmark point both production of H and the branching fraction (H → χχ)
are considerable. Although the production cross section for Type I BP II is also large,
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TypeI BP I TypeI BP II TypeII BP I TypeII BP II Z(νν¯) + j W (lν) + j tt¯ hadronic tt¯ semileptonic
σ(pb) 0.25 0.22 0.042 0.035 1.3× 104 2.8× 104 605.7 302.9
Cut 1 3.9% 1.8% 12.1% 12.1% 0.08% 0.05% 3.6% 3.0%
Cut 2 3.0% 1.3% 10.0% 10.0% 0.05% 0.002% 0.008% 0.2%
Cut 3 3.0% 1.3% 10.0% 10.0% 0.05% 0.002% 0.002% 0.002%
Table 3. Signal and background efficiencies after applying various cuts for the gluon fusion pro-
duction channel at 14 TeV with L = 3000 fb−1. The cross sections are calculated at NLO.
BP S
Type I BP I 5.1 σ
Type I BP II 1.9 σ
Type II BP I 2.7 σ
Type II BP II 2.3 σ
Table 4. Signal significance for the benchmark points at 14 TeV with L = 3000 fb−1 in the gluon
fusion channel.
the low invisible branching fraction affects the signal significance. In case of Type II,
the production cross section is smaller than that in case of Type I, because of large mH .
However, because of considerable invisible branching fraction and better separation between
signal and background distributions Type II benchmark points result in moderate signal
significance.
5.2 Vector boson fusion
Next, we explore the vector boson fusion (VBF) channel which is characterized by two
energetic forward jets with negligible hadronic activity in the intervening rapidity gap. It
is evident that in the 2HDM, the 125-GeV Higgs data pushes us to the ‘alignment limit’
where sin(β − α) is close to 1. This constrain in turn decreases the heavy Higgs coupling
to gauge bosons which is proportional to cos(β − α). Therefore the cross section for VBF
production of heavy Higgs is much suppressed as compared to that of gluon fusion process.
However, the VBF channel has an advantage over the gluon fusion process, a much better
discriminating power between the signal and the backgrounds. We will elaborate on this
in the subsequent discussions.
Signal: The signal we consider here is two hard forward jets + /ET
Backgrounds:
• Z(→ νν) + jets (QCD)
• Z(→ νν) + jets (EW)
• W (→ lν), l = e, µ, τ) + jets (QCD)
• W (→ lν), l = e, µ, τ) + jets (EW)
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• QCD multijet with /ET caused by jet-energy mismeasurement
• pp→ h+ 2 jets (h→ ZZ,Z → νν¯)
Distributions:
VBF is a pure electroweak process without color flow in the central region. The process
naturally leads to high pT jets in the forward region and allows for no hadronic activity
in the central region except from the decay of the Higgs itself. This feature of VBF is in
contrast with most background processes, which typically involve t-channel color exchange
and therefore lead to hadronic activity in the central region [53]. Therefore it is possible
to observe small signal rates in a region of phase space which is not very populated by
QCD background events. This advantage of VBF has been used for the production of
intermediate and large masses of Higgs bosons in the literature [43, 47, 48, 54]. In addition,
the production of ‘invisible’ objects for other scenarios have also been considered in the
literature [55].
Having discussed the key feature of VBF process we present distributions of some
observables to examine their role to reduce the background contribution and enhance the
signal. We see in Figure. 10 and 11, that the pT of the leading and sub-leading jet peaks
at much larger values for the signal process than the backgrounds. In Figure. 12 we show
the /ET distribution for the signal and background, which for the signal peaks at larger
values than for the background. The pT of the jets and /ET are good discriminator between
signal and background.
The absence of hadronic activity in the central region for the signal is evident from
Figure. 13, where we see the |∆ηj1j2 | peaks at larger values for signal compared to back-
grounds. The invariant mass of the two forward jets (mj1j2 ) related to the variable |∆ηj1j2 |
is another useful discriminator. The more separated the two jets are, the larger will be
their invariant mass. From Figure. 13 and 14, we can see that a cut on the |∆ηj1j2 | and
mj1j2 will help us achieve better signal significance. We further investigate the distribution
of ∆φ( /ET , p
jet
T ) for signal and backgrounds. In case of signal the /ET has to balance against
the system of two forward jets whereas in case of QCD background the /ET is expected to
be along the jet momenta for the reason described earlier. This observable helps us get rid
of QCD background to a large extent. The background coming from VBF production of
SM Higgs, with its invisible decay is an irreducible background in our case. The aforemen-
tioned cuts do not perform very well in reducing this background, especially for benchmark
points of Type I, where the favoured regions have mH not too far from 125-GeV. However
rate is considerably smaller than the signal. The Z+ jets(EW) and W+ jets (EW) also
constitute a set of irreducible backgrounds, as in these cases Z and W are produced via
VBF. We found that these background turn out to be 6-8% of the Z+ jets(QCD) and W+
jets (QCD) background. Naturally these backgrounds do not play any important role in
the analysis. These backgrounds have still been included in our calculations for the sake
of completeness.
In principle, such signal events can also be faked by strong processes such as color-
singlet exchanges in the form of hard or soft positrons [56, 57]. In the absence of clear
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Figure 10. PT distribution of the leading jet for vector boson fusion signal and background
processes, Type I BP I(top left), Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left) and Type II
BP II(bottom right).
predictions on these, the hard /ET -cut (as detailed below) has been expected to take care
of such fakes.
5.2.1 Results
Having discussed the kinematic observables in case of VBF process, we proceed to apply
certain set of cuts on them. The cut-flows are shown in Table. 5.
5.3 Event selection criteria
The following cuts are applied to select the events over and above the basic selection
cuts [43].
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Figure 11. PT distribution of the sub-leading jet for vector boson fusion signal and background
processes, Type I BP I(top left), Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left) and Type II
BP II(bottom right).
• Cut 1 = |∆ηij | > 3.0.
• Cut 2 = mjj > 600 GeV.
• Cut 3 = /ET > 200 GeV.
• Cut 4 = Lepton veto: Events with electrons with pT > 20 GeV or muons with pT > 10
GeV are not selected.
We find out that although VBF production channel has much lower cross section for
the production of heavy Higgs than the gluon fusion channel, which gets further reduced
in 2HDM because of the multiplicative factor cos(β − α) close to the alignment limit.
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Figure 12. /ET distribution for vector boson fusion signal and background processes, Type I BP
I(top left), Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left) and Type II BP II(bottom right).
TypeI BP I TypeI BP II TypeII BP I TypeII BP II Z(νν¯) + 2j W (lν) + 2j
σ(pb) 0.25 0.22 0.042 0.035 1.4× 104 5.1× 104
Cut 1 53.4% 58.2% 67.9% 67.5% 14.3% 11.8%
Cut 2 53.2% 58.0% 67.8% 67.4% 0.02% 0.01%
Cut 3 5.0% 7.3% 11.5% 11.4% 0.008% 0.002%
Cut 4 5.0% 7.3% 11.5% 11.4% 0.008% 10−6%
Table 5. Signal and background efficiencies after applying various cuts for the vector boson fusion
production channel at 14 TeV. The cross sections are calculated at NLO.
Table 4 and 6 reveal this fact. This channel still fares very well, and in fact wins over
gluon fusion process, because of its distinctness of the signal, buttressed with the chosen
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Figure 13. ∆η distribution between the two forward jets for vector boson fusion signal and
background processes, Type I BP I(top left), Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left)
and Type II BP II(bottom right).
BP S
Type I BP I 3.8 σ (600 fb−1)
Type I BP II 2.3 σ (3 ab−1)
Type II BP I 4.5 σ (3 ab−1)
Type II BP II 3.3 σ (3 ab−1)
Table 6. Signal significance for the benchmark points at 14 TeV in the VBF channel.
selection criteria. We can see from Table. 6 that all the benchmarks for both Type I and
Type II give promising result in terms of probing invisible decay of heavy Higgs in the future
collider. The Type I BP I performs exceedingly well among the four benchmark points we
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Figure 14. Invariant mass distribution of the two forward jets for vector boson fusion signal and
background processes, Type I BP II(top left), Type I BP I(top right), Type II BP I(bottom left)
and Type II BP II(bottom right).
considered. Like gluon fusion here also because of large cross section and branching ratio
the signal significance in this channel is very large. Therefore this particular benchmark
point can be probed an d tested with even lower luminosity. We have given projection for
300 fb−1 in this case. Comparing Tables 4 and 6 we can see that for all the benchmark
points that we considered VBF supersedes the gluon fusion channel. Although gluon fusion
cross section is larger than the VBF cross section, the VBF channel has better separation
between signal and background. Consequently the VBF channel seems to have better
prospect than gluon fusion channel while looking for decay of heavy Higgs in the invisible
mode.
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Figure 15. ∆φ( /ET , p
jet
T ) distribution between the two forward jets for vector boson fusion signal
and background processes, Type I BP I(top left), Type I BP II(top right), Type II BP I(bottom
left) and Type II BP II(bottom right).
6 Multivariate analysis and Neural Network techniques
Having performed a cut-based analysis for the signal of invisible decay of Higgs in associ-
ation with a single energetic jet(gluon fusion) and two energetic forward jets(VBF) at the
LHC, we further explore the possibility of improvement in the analysis with some recently
developed techniques like Gradient Boosted Decision Trees [58] and Artificial Neu-
ral Network (ANN) [59]. These methods have been used extensively in the literature in
the recent past[60–63] and have been shown to provide better separation between the signal
and background as compared to the rectangular cut-based analysis. Although considerable
work has been done in the context of Higgs sector, with these new techniques [64–66], the
collider searches for dark matter through Higgs portal scenarios have not been explored in
detail with these advanced methods. We have examined and computed the maximum sig-
nal significance for the specific signal processes we considered, that can be achieved using
these techniques. The toolkit used for Gradient boosting is XGBoost [58] and for ANN we
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used a Python-based deep-learning library Keras [67].
Variable Definition
P jT Transverse momentum of the leading jet
P jZ Longitudinal momentum of the leading jet
EmissT Missing transverse energy
Nj No of jets in the event
φj Azimuthal angle of the leading jet
φmiss Azimuthal angle of the /ET
∆φ(j, /ET ) Angular separation between the leading jet pT and /ET in the azimuthal plane
|ηmiss| Pseudorapidity of the missing energy
|ηj | Pseudorapidity of the leading jet
Table 7. Input variables for XGBoost and ANN analysis for gluon fusion. Azimuthal angles are
measured with reference to some arbitrary x-axis.
Variable Definition
P j1T Transverse momentum of the leading jet
P j2T Transverse momentum of the sub-leading jet
P j1Z Longitudinal momentum of the leading jet
P j2Z Longitudinal momentum of the sub-leading jet
EmissT Missing transverse energy
Nj No of jets in the event
φj1 Azimuthal angle of the leading jet
φj2 Azimuthal angle of the sub-leading jet
φmiss Azimuthal angle of the /ET
∆φ(j, /ET ) Angular separation between the leading jet pT and /ET in the azimuthal plane
∆φ(j1, j2) Angular separation between the leading and sub-leading jets in the azimuthal plane
|ηmiss| Pseudorapidity of the missing energy
|ηj1 | Pseudorapidity of the leading jet
|ηj2 | Pseudorapidity of the sub-leading jet
∆ηj1j2 Difference of pseudorapidity between the leading and sub-leading jets
mj1j2 Invariant mass of the two leading jets
Table 8. Input variables for XGBoost and ANN analysis for vector boson fusion. Azimuthal angles
are measured with reference to some arbitrary x-axis.
We perform the analyses for both signals (gluon fusion and vector boson fusion). We
also do a comparative study of the two different techniques mentioned above. From our
knowledge of the cut-based analysis done in the previous section of this work, we identified
the input feature variables that play important role in separating signal from backgrounds.
In both the techniques used here, the choice of input variables play a crucial role. We
present in Table. 7 and Table. 8 the input variables used for training and validation of our
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data sample resulting from gluon fusion and vector boson fusion respectively. We have used
9 input variables for gluon fusion and 16 input variables for vector boson fusion channel.
For gradient boosted Decision Tree method of separation, we have taken ∼ 1000 esti-
mators and maximum depth 4 with learning rate 0.01. For ANN we have chosen a network
with 2 hidden layers with activation curve relu at both of them. The batch-size is taken to
be 200 with 120 epochs for each batch. For both XGBoost and ANN analyses we have used
80% of the total dataset for training purpose and 20% for validation. One of the possible
demerits of these techniques is over-training of the data sample. In case of over-training
the training sample gives extremely good accuracy but the test sample fails to achieve
that. We have explicitly checked that with our choice of parameters the algorithm does
not over-train.
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Figure 16. BDT classifier response for different benchmark points of gluon fusion for Type I BP I
(top left), Type I BP II (top right), Type II BP I (bottom left) and Type II BP II (bottom right).
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Gluon fusion:
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Figure 17. ROC curves of gluon fusion for Type I BP I (top left), Type I BP II (top right), Type
II BP I (bottom left) and Type II BP II (bottom right).
Distribution of the BDT classifier response for the signal and total background events
for gluon fusion process have been shown in Figure 16. We can see that in case of Type
I BP I and II, the classifier does not perform very well. However it does slightly improve
our cut-based analysis. BDT classifier performs much better in case of Type II signals.
The reason behind this is the separation between signal and background in type II is much
more prominent than Type I case as we have already seen from the distributions in the
gluon fusion process. We have checked that in the gluon fusion process /ET plays the role
of the most important input variable in the BDT analysis and jet multiplicity and pT
distribution of the leading jet are the second and third best discriminator in this case. We
have plotted the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for gluon fusion for the
four benchmark signal processes in Figure. 17. For comparison we show the ROC curve
from XGBoost and ANN in the same plot. However in all the cases XGBoost performs
better than ANN, although the difference between them is not much. The area under the
ROC curve is 0.69 for Type I BP I, 0.65 for Type I BP II, 0.80 for Type II BP I and 0.79
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for Type II BP II.
BP S (Cuts + XGboost) S (Cuts + ANN)
Type I BP I 5.7 σ 5.6 σ
Type I BP II 2.1 σ 2.0 σ
Type II BP I 5.5 σ 4.3 σ
Type II BP II 4.9 σ 4.8 σ
Table 9. Signal significance for the benchmark points at 14 TeV with L = 3000 fb−1 in the gluon
fusion channel with XGboost and ANN method with some initial cuts.
In Table 9 we present the modified signal significance (S) after applying basic cuts
and then performing XGBoost and ANN algorithm. We compare these results with those
obtained in Table 4. It is evident that Type I results from the cut-based analysis are
only slightly modified after applying both ANN and XGboost techniques. This is the
consequence of the lack of separation between signal and background in Type I in the space
of all variables one would try out. On the other hand, the Type II results show significant
improvement from the rectangular cut-based analysis, because of better separation between
signal and background distributions. We can see that the XGboost gives better signal
significance for all the benchmark points in case of gluon fusion.
One can see from Table 9 that even though the Type I benchmark points do not have
the advantage of a clear separation between the signal and background, the larger signal
cross section in Type I benchmarks (which is a direct consequence of low enough mH),
enables us to achieve signal significance comparable with that of the Type II cases.
Vector boson fusion:
We perform a similar study for vector boson fusion process. Here the number of feature
variables are more and therefore considerable separation between signal and backgrounds
is possible to achieve in this case. This is true even for Type I, as can be seen in Figure. 18.
The enhancement of signal over background here is much more significant as compared
to the gluon fusion case discussed earlier. mj1j2 (invariant mass of the two forward jets),
∆ηj1j2 , /ET and transverse momenta of the two forward jets play the key role in separating
the signal from backgrounds. In Figure. 19 we show the ROC curve in the false positive -
true positive plane for both XGboost and ANN methods. We see that both the algorithms
perform almost equally well for any specific true positive rate. However, in Type II ANN
performs marginally better than the XGboost method. The area under the ROC curve is
0.85 for Type I BP I, 0.84 for Ty pe I BP II, 0.89 for Type II BP I and 0.88 for Type II
BP II.
After choosing suitable points from the ROC curve, we compute the maximum signal
significance S which can be achieved at a given integrated luminosity for both XGboost
and ANN methods. The results presented in Table. 10 should be compared with those
in Table. 6 to understand the improvement in the analysis that can be attained by these
newly developed techniques. We can thus see that both Type I and Type II benchmark
points undergo significant improvement in case of vector boson fusion.
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Figure 18. BDT classifier response for different benchmark points of vector boson fusion for Type
I BP I (top left), Type I BP II (top right), Type II BP I (bottom left) and Type II BP II (bottom
right).
One should notice that even for Type I BP II, one can obtain ∼ 4.7σ significance in
vector boson fusion after applying ANN or XGboost method whereas in gluon fusion, this
benchmark was of hardly any significance(∼ 2σ). Therefore it is clear from the discussion
that with the application of the new analysis based on the neural network and boosted
decision tree algorithm, it is possible to probe the parameter space of our model with
considerable significance even at not-so-high integrated luminosity. The observation we
made from this analysis is that the benchmark points for which the rectangular cut-based
method performs well, the ANN and XGboost method also perform significantly well.
Likewise, it is difficult to achieve further improvement through these techniques, from
cut-based analysis when the separation between signal and background is extremely poor.
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Figure 19. ROC curves of vector boson fusion channel for Type I BP I (top left), Type I BP II
(top right), Type II BP I (bottom left) and Type II BP II (bottom right).
BP S (Cuts + XGboost) S (Cuts + ANN)
Type I BP I 8.0σ(600 fb−1) 7.4σ(600 fb−1)
Type I BP II 4.7σ (3000 fb−1) 4.6 σ(3000 fb−1)
Type II BP I 11.0 σ(3000 fb−1) 12.1 σ(3000 fb−1)
Type II BP II 9.9 σ(3000 fb−1) 10.0 σ(3000 fb−1)
Table 10. Signal significance for the benchmark points at 14 TeV in the vector fusion channel with
XGboost and ANN techniques after applying some initial cuts.
7 Conclusions
For quite some time the Higgs boson of SM has been speculated to be a portal to the dark
sector. But this scenario is highly constrained from the consideration of relic density as
well as direct search experiments of DM. Therefore one can take a step forward and explore
the possibility of the heavy CP-even Higgs boson of 2HDM to be the dark matter portal.
We find in our analysis that in various kinds of 2HDM, there is considerable parameter
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space which is allowed by all the theoretical and experimental constraints. The signals
to look for at the LHC in such situations emerge as monojet + missing energy and two
forward jet + missing energy search. The former process can take place when the heavy
Higgs is produced through gluon fusion and the latter can take place when the heavy Higgs
is produced through vector boson fusion, in association with two forward jets.
We first perform a complete cut-based analysis for both gluon fusion and vector boson
fusion process. We identify the observables which can be used to separate the signal and
background with a desired efficiency and put optimum cuts on these input variables. Then
we calculate the projected signal significance that can be achieved at the future high-
luminosity LHC.
Next we have employed two recently developed techniques namely XGBoost and arti-
ficial neural network. These methods have obvious advantage over rectangular cut-based
analyses. We have used optimal parameters for each method and obtained improved sig-
nificance for all our benchmark points. We see that in case of Type I benchmark points in
gluon fusion process the new algorithms do not improve the cut-based results much, but
in case of Type II the results are significantly improved. As mH can be light in Type I
2HDM in contrast to the Type II case, with the large production cross section of heavy
Higgs in Type I, one ends up getting comparable signal significance in both Type I and
Type II scenarios. In vector boson fusion Type I BP I scenario can be probed even at
a lower luminosity (300 fb−1) at ∼ 5σ CL. Thus a heavy Higgs portal scenario based on
2HDM is testable at the upcoming phase of the LHC, with the promise of sizeable statistical
significance especially through multivariate/neural network techniques.
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